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INTRODUCTION

The field of Leadership studies continues to marginalize
research regarding the impact of race on leadership and fol-
lowership. As shown in Table 1, a search of the literature uti-
lizing the term “leadership” and some variation of the term
“race” yielded minimal results. Specifically, when leader-
ship was used as the sole search term 134,855 articles were
identified. A search using the terms “leadership” and “race”
produced 2,166 articles, which equates to 1.6% of the total
articles identified when using the term “leadership” as the
lone search term.

While recent years have seen an increase in interest about
the impact of culture on leadership, that research is focused
on the subject from a global perspective (Avolio, Walumbwa
& Weber, 2009). Ergo, there are few empirical or theoretical
articles focused on African American male leaders. Table 2
shows the results of a literature search using the term “lead-
ership”; variations of terms used to identify different gen-
ders; and variations of the term “African American.” Arti-
cles identified using the terms “leadership,” “Males or men
or boys,” and “African Americans or Black Americans or
“Blacks” comprised .4% of the total articles produced when
using the search term “leadership” in isolation.

Purpose Statement

The purpose of this exploratory study was to describe how
male African American community leaders view their lead-
ership in terms of purpose and enactment.

METHODOLOGY

Sample

The sample for this study consisted of two African Amer-
ican males who held leadership positions in a Great Lakes
city in a northeastern state. Inclusionary criteria included:
males, African Americans, individuals with significant ex-
perience in leadership roles and individuals who were con-
sidered community leaders. Exclusionary criteria included:
individuals who were not males; people whose race was not
African American; individuals not in leadership roles or who
did not have significant experience in leadership roles; and
people who were not considered leaders by the broader com-
munity.

Both participants had a long history of serving the Erie
community in assigned and emergent leadership roles. Ad-
ditionally, each man was considered a leader by the broader
community. The participants’ ages were 42 years old and 46
years old, with the mean age being 44. For the purposes of
this research each participant has been given a pseudonym.

The first participant in this study was Lee Johnson. Mr.
Johnson earned his Bachelor’s degree in Political Science,
with a minor in Theological Studies. Additionally, Mr. John-
son has completed Leadership Erie through a local university.
He is currently the Director of Training and Leadership De-
velopment at a non-profit educational advocacy agency, and
a pastor of a ministry, which he also founded. He recently
completed his third consecutive term on city council (from
2005-2017). Mr. Johnson was also a Program Coordinator
for a community based violence prevention initiative. More-
over, he has performed leadership roles in numerous national
organizations. For example, Lee Johnson was on the Execu-
tive Committee for a 501(c)(3), whose mission is to end child
incarceration and disproportionality in the criminal justice
system.

The second participant, Mr. Thomas, earned his Bache-
lor’s degree in Social Work and his Master’s degree in Ad-
ministration of Justice. While in college, Michael Thomas
was a star basketball player as a four year starter and three
year captain. He continues having an impact at his alma
mater where he is currently the Freshman Boys Head Bas-
ketball Coach for the high school. Additionally, Mr. Thomas
is the Director of Coaching Operation and Head Coach for
a 9th grade community basketball team. Professionally Mr.
Thomas is the Director and Superintendent of a juvenile de-
tention center/dependency shelter and is on both the Leg-
islative Board and the Executive Board for Juvenile Deten-
tion Centers and Alternative Programs (JDCAP). Locally Mr.
Thomas is on the board for a program that works with ju-
venile delinquents by overseeing work opportunities for the
juveniles that enables the youth to pay their restitution. Fi-
nally, Michael was the recipient of the YMCA Young Black
Achiever Award in 2002.

Data Collection

Both participants were initially contacted via e-mail. The
initial e-mail included: information about the researcher, an
explanation of the purpose of the project, information regard-
ing what participation in the study would entail and a general
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timeframe for when the interviews would occur and how long
they would last.

Before the interviews each participant was asked to review
for accuracy a list of leadership positions they have held. The
lists had been compiled from information gathered from the
Internet. Participants then were audio recorded while they
engaged in a semi-structured interview which consisted of 7
open-ended questions. Each question had follow-up prompts
which were used if the participant’s initial answer did not
address the content requested by the follow-up prompt.

Each interview was audio recorded and the recordings
were uploaded to Rev.com for transcription. All data was
coded by hand. An audit trail and member checking was
used to help ensure accuracy.

Findings

Both participants considered the purpose of leadership to
be outward focused. In other words, two themes emerged:
one was that the purpose of leadership is to make change for
the greater good and the second theme was that the purpose
of leadership was to empower, or promote the growth of, fol-
lowers.

In regards to making change for the greater good, when
Mr. Thomas was asked, “As a leader, what is it your job to
do?” his response included: “Here at the center, I don’t ever
speak in terms of, ‘I want you to’ or ‘Mr. Holland wants you
to’ or ‘an administrator wants you to.’ I always say, ‘It’s best
for the center if it’s best for the child. It’s not about what I
want’.” Lee echoed this sentiment when he said, “. . . because
a figurehead or an individual leader is (sic) come and go, but
concepts and universal good and principles are always there.”

The second theme that was identified was that both men
felt the purpose of leadership is to empower and promote
the growth of followers. When asked what his job was as a
leader, Mr. Johnson responded:

Empower people. . . My job is to empower peo-
ple. . . Leaders create leaders and if I’m creating
a bunch of followers, I feel as if I’m an insuffi-
cient leader because I can only give what I have,
so if what I’m getting is producing followers
then I’m not really leading in the most effective
way. Now, don’t get me wrong. Followership is
extremely important, but followership should be
in route to leadership.

Mr. Thomas had a similar response. His response to the
same question included, “Just making sure we’re promoting
growth. I want more professional growth.”

The enactment portion of the second research question
yielded some interesting and unexpected responses. To be-
gin with there was an unanticipated “behind the scenes” set
of themes that emerged. These had less to do with actual

leadership actions and more to do with the cognitive beliefs
that were the underpinning foundations of those actions.

The first of these was the common belief that leadership
was more a duty than an accomplishment. Mr. Thomas
stated, when explaining why he became a leader,

I think to start it out, is like I don’t want things
to get messed up. I don’t want it to be messed up
as far as the culture and what we are doing here
at the center. So, if I don’t want that to happen,
or negativity to come, then I gotta step up.

When Mr. Johnson was discussing events in his life that
impact how he led he was expressing the impact of leading
during difficult times and said, “And so, you can’t just throw
your hands up and not do what you’re called to do just be-
cause some unexpected thing happened. . . ”

Additionally, Lee Johnson only used the word “lead” in
isolation and as a verb one time. When Mr. Johnson did use
“lead” as a verb it was frequently coupled with “serve.” As in
“. . . able to continue to serve or lead, whatever language you
want to use. . . ”, “lead through example and serving,” “lead
through service” or “serve or lead.” Conversely, he used the
word “serve” in isolation and as a verb ten times during the
interview.

The second cognitive theme that was identified is that
commitment is a requirement of leadership. Mr. Thomas
stated,

You have to be committed to the cause and what
you’re doing it for. You have to be committed
to the people you’re leading. You have to be
committed to the idea that you’re going to be
scrutinized, and you gotta welcome that.

In an article written by Mr. Johnson, published in a lo-
cal newspaper on December 28, 2017, Lee borrowed a quote
from another pastor, and stated, “I haven’t been perfect, but
I’ve been committed.”

Additionally, both participants exemplify this belief with
their actions. Mr. Thomas volunteers as a coach to a youth
basketball team. Mr. Johnson, among many other activi-
ties, volunteers on Saturdays in the County Prison teaching
classes.

With regards to how the participants viewed their leader-
ship in terms of actions, three themes emerged: leading by
example, treating/leading people the way they would want to
be treated/led and that both men work to form relationships
with their followers.

When asked “How do you lead?” Mr. Johnson responded,
“. . . I try to lead through example and serving.” He also re-
ported that, “. . . even when I get it wrong, I try to be an ex-
ample of how to fix it when you can.” Mr. Thomas’s response
mirrored that sentiment by saying, “It taught me to step up
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when you wanted to (sic) behavior that you want to see mod-
eled, you’re (sic) gotta display it first.”

Additionally, both participants indicated that treating peo-
ple the way they would want to be treated was a significant
way in which they enacted their leadership. Michael Thomas
said, “I guess the way I lead is just being respectful. Just
wanting to speak to somebody the way I would like to be
spoken to.” Mr. Lee Johnson stated, “. . . I try to serve or lead
the way that I would want to be served and led.” He also said,
“. . . but I’d flourish most in environments where I’m allowed
to be myself and I’m encouraged to be that. And then, usu-
ally the best thing happens and so, that’s what I try to do.”

When asked if they felt task completion or relationships
were more important both participants, without hesitation,
indicated that relationships were more important. Michael
said, “. . . the task don’t matter if you have a strong relation-
ship” and “I train our new staff on relationships” and “The
task don’t matter. They say the how doesn’t matter, once you
know the why. So that’s what we’re trying to do with ours,
relationships way more important than task.” Lee’s response
was,

Without a doubt relationships because task com-
pleted may or may not be what’s necessary
alone. Of course, not to the exclusion of task
completion, but I think Tasks are more mean-
ingfully completed when there’s relationship in-
volved, so I can build a bunch of widgets, but if

I’m doing it with a smile, I’ll give you a couple
of Extra hours and may not tax you or charge
you for it, right? Because it’s a relationship.

CONCLUSION

Several of the responses from the participants were both
fascinating and confounding. However, there was simply not
enough content to draw any specific conclusions about that
content. Research should begat research. One question an-
swered often identifies multiple questions unasked or unan-
swered and through trying to learn about one dimension of a
subject, other components worthy of exploration were iden-
tified.

There is no end to knowledge. There is merely a striving
to know more than we used to know. In terms of African
American males and leadership there remains plenty left to
learn.
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